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In Boston,
questions
and prayer
As more details
emerge about the
bombing suspects,
officials speculate that
the brothers may have
planned more attacks.
By Michael A. Memoli,
Melanie Mason
and Sergei L. Loiko
Christina House For The Times

GEARS, THERE AND EVERY WHERE
Riders in the CicLAvia event arrive in Venice, 15 miles from downtown L.A. It was the sixth and largest
CicLAvia, a celebration of any form of transportation that doesn’t require a motor. LATEXTRA

Measures stir the electoral pot
Three rival initiatives
on May 21 ballot have
divided L.A.’s medical
marijuana industry.
By Kate Linthicum
Dozens of medical marijuana activists rallied outside Los Angeles City Hall
last week, declaring war on
an enemy.
Their target was not the
federal government, whose
agents raided several local
dispensaries in recent days,
or neighborhood groups trying to shut down the city’s
estimated 700 pot shops.
The enemy was fellow
medical marijuana advocates.
Three competing measures on the May 21 city ballot have divided L.A.’s lucrative medical cannabis industry, with each side accusing
the other of trying only to
protect profits, not do what
is best for patients.
The measures may appear similar to the uninitiated, but they would greatly
benefit different groups of
pot businesses.
Yami Bolanos, who runs
PureLife Alternative Wellness Center, is backing
Proposition D, which would
shrink the number of pot
shops to about 130. Only dispensaries like Bolanos’,
which opened before the
adoption of a failed 2007 city
moratorium on new shops,
would be allowed to contin-

ue operating.
At the City Hall rally and
news conference, Bolanos
accused some newer shops
of catering to drug dealers
by not requiring doctor’s
prescriptions and selling
more than 8 ounces of marijuana per visit to customers,
more than twice what her
store allows.
“Who needs 8 ounces, unless you’re going to break it
up into dime bags and sell it
in the street?” she said.
Proposition D is backed
by the Los Angeles County
Democratic Club and by a la-

bor union that has organized workers at dozens of
older dispensaries. The
measure was placed on the
ballot by the City Council to
counter two measures that
qualified through the initiative process.
One of those initiatives,
Measure F, would place no
limit on the number of pot
shops but would require
them to submit to city audits, test cannabis for toxins
and keep a certain distance
from schools, parks and
other dispensaries. It is being pushed by a coalition of

Seniority in time of austerity
Boxer and Feinstein
move up the ranks
in the Senate. Will
California benefit?
By Richard Simon
WASHINGTON — Dianne Feinstein and Barbara
Boxer have served longer together than any other pair of
California senators — 20
years — and will soon replace Iowa’s team as the current longest-serving tandem.
In a chamber where the
presence of spittoons and
snuffboxes testifies to the
power of tradition, that his-
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and Dianne Feinstein are poised to move up at least
to Nos. 11 and 12 in seniority in the U.S. Senate.

torically would have meant
they could exert more influence on behalf of the state.
For generations, seniority has aided senators in delivering federal largesse

him renown. Above, he dines in January at Shawn Cafe in Arcadia.
COLUMN ONE

He’s a wokking encyclopedia
Since 1950s, L.A. lawyer has dined at 6,297 Chinese eateries
he television cameras roll as
Los Angeles attorney David
Chan places the first forkful of
cashew chicken in his mouth.
The crowd at Leong’s Asian
Diner in Springfield, Mo., falls silent as he
chews and squints in the glare of the
lights.
Springfield Cashew Chicken — a deepfried, gravy-drenched version of the popular buffet item — is a local specialty and
David Leong, the dish’s 92-year-old in-
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CALIFORNIA DEMOCRATS Barbara Boxer, left,

THE EXPERTISE of David Chan, left, on Chinese restaurants has brought

By Frank Shyong

Trauma waited
at her finish line
A pediatrician rushed
to help in Boston. But
she worries that she
didn’t do enough.
By Molly
Hennessy-Fiske

Rick Loomis Los Angeles Times

T

shops that opened after the
2007
moratorium.
Like
Proposition D, it would increase taxes on pot sales.
A third measure, Initiative Ordinance E, would permit only the older shops but
would not raise taxes. It was
put on the ballot by a group
of older shops and the dispensary employees union,
but that coalition has shifted its support to the councilbacked Proposition D.
The measure with the
most votes will win, but only
if it receives more than 50%
[See Measures, A7]

BOSTON — As the investigation into the Boston
Marathon bombing continued Sunday, family members prepared to bury the
victims, and hundreds of
stunned and sorrowful residents prayed together for
the dead and wounded and
worked to reclaim the
streets where the violence
occurred a week ago.
Federal officials had yet
to file charges against 19year-old Dzhokhar Tsarnaev, who was captured Friday and remains in serious
condition
under
heavy
guard at Boston’s Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center. He was shot in the neck
and, at least for a while, was
intubated, making it impossible for him to speak with
agents.

ventor, was watching expectantly from
across the table.
Chan kept chewing. The silence grew
uncomfortable.
“How does it taste?” a reporter asked
at last.
Chan didn’t answer. The chicken was
overcooked.
Finally, he spoke: “It’s good,” Chan
mumbled diplomatically, and quickly
grabbed seconds.
Chan, 64, has eaten at 6,297 Chinese
restaurants (at press time) and he has
documented the
[See Chinese, A10]

back home. West Virginia is
dotted with projects named
after the late Sen. Robert C.
Byrd, the state’s long-serving senator and Appropriations Committee chairman.
But Feinstein and Boxer
are poised to move up at
least to Nos. 11 and 12 in the
100-member chamber — and
higher in their Democratic
Party ranks — in an era of
austerity, when Congress is
under pressure to rein in
spending. And they are doing so at a time when newcomers feel emboldened to
take on the veterans, at
times publicly.
The benefits — and limits
— of seniority were recently
on display.
Boxer, 72, used her position as chairwoman of the
Environment and Public
Works Committee to write
language into a bill that is
likely to bring more money
to the Los Angeles and Long
Beach ports.
Feinstein, 79, was unable
to persuade the Senate majority leader to include her
proposed assault-weapons
ban in a broader gun measure. In one hearing in which
she pushed the ban, her
understanding of the Constitution was openly challenged by Republican Sen.
Ted Cruz, a newcomer from
Texas.
“Seniority can never be
underestimated in the Senate,” said Steve Ellis of the
watchdog group Taxpayers
for Common Sense. Still, he
added, “as leadership controls the agenda and the negotiations with the House
and the White House, the
role diminishes somewhat.”
Sen. Lindsey Graham
(R-S.C.) said seniority had
become less significant in
the never-ending 24-hour
[See Senators, A12]

Tsarnaev and his 26year-old brother, Tamerlan,
who was killed during the
massive manhunt, are the
only suspects in the bombing at the marathon’s finish
line, which killed three people, wounded 170 others and
paralyzed this major metropolitan region.
Fifty-two bombing victims remained hospitalized
Sunday, 17 of them in critical
condition, officials said. A
transit police officer shot
and wounded in pursuit of
the suspects had to be resuscitated after his heart
stopped and he lost all of his
own blood, but doctors and
relatives on Sunday said he
was emerging from sedation
and was expected to recover.
The Tsarnaev brothers
are ethnic Chechens who
came to the United States
seeking refugee status with
their family about a decade
ago. Questions continued to
swirl about the young men’s
motives, whether they acted
alone, whether they were
planning more attacks and
whether the FBI did enough
to investigate the older
brother after he was flagged
as a possible Islamic radical.
Tamerlan called his
mother Thursday morning,
[See Boston, A6]

BOSTON — The first victim the doctor approached
was a slender young woman,
her legs exposed and bloody
where she fell after the explosions: at the edge of Boylston Street near a mangled
stroller and toppled barricades.
Dr. Natalie Stavas performed CPR with the help of
a stranger until paramedics
arrived and loaded the woman, still unresponsive, onto a
backboard and headed for
the hospital.
Stavas, 32, had just been

running the Boston Marathon herself. She was covered in sweat and Gatorade,
shivering, with numbness
descending into her legs.
“I didn’t feel anything,”
she later recalled.
She kept moving on to
other victims. She plugged
the gaping groin wound of a
woman in her 30s with a borrowed T-shirt. She used
other bits of clothing to
stanch the bleeding from
one man’s mangled foot, and
another’s broken calf bone.
Then police, fearing another bomb, forced her to
leave.
With no one to treat, Stavas was suddenly feeling
things again: a rush of responsibility, guilt for not doing more.
“As a physician, I take an
oath to do the best I can,”
Stavas said at her apart[See Trauma, A6]
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“AS A PHYSICIAN, I take an oath to do the best
I can,” said Dr. Natalie Stavas, who treated several
victims. She had broken her foot training for the race.

Privately owned
rocket blasts off

High praise for
TV show ‘Rectify’

The Antares roars into
orbit off the coast of
Virginia. The successful
test launch is another
milestone in NASA’s
plan to privatize space
missions. BUSINESS, A9

The new Sundance
offering is gloriously
rich, Mary McNamara
writes. CALENDAR

Festival of Books
draws 150,000
The love of reading
brings out the crowds to
USC despite some unease about public events
after the Boston bombing. LATEXTRA
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Weather
Low clouds, then sun.
L.A. Basin: 73/55. AA8
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